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One of the difficulties in using the cwrent Boolean-based information retrieval systems is that it is
hard for a user, especially a novice, to formulate an effective Boolean query. Query reformWation
can be even more difficult and complex than formulation since the user can have difficulty in
incorporating the new information gained from the previous search into his/her next query. In this
research, query reformulation is viewed as a classification problem (i.e., classifying documents as
either relevant or nonrelevant), and a new reformulation algorithm is proposed which builds a tree-
structured classifier (named the query tree) at each reformulation from a set of fciedback documents
retrieved from the previous search. The query tree can be easily transformed into a Boolean query.
The query tree and two of the most importantcurrentqueryrefonnulation algorithms werecompared
on benchmark test sets (CACM. CISI, and MedJars). The query ttee showed signi6alnt
improvements over the current algorithms in most experiments. We attribute this improved
performance to the ability of the query tree algorithm to select good search terms and to represent
the relationships among search terms into a tree structure.
1. INTRODUCTION
Modem computing technologies have had a great impact on the ways information is handled (e.g.,
from papers to electronic files), and brought many benefits to today's complicated information
management By digitizing information, we are able to store massive amounts of information in
computer disks. For example, a single compact disc can hold 20 volumes of an encyclopedia with
sound, and thousands of pictures. In addition, the current proliferation of networks and on-line
databases make it possible to disseminate and retrieve information in fast and easy ways.
Information updates are simpler and cheaper in an electronic form than on paper. One might think
that electronic access would provide all the necessary information from a large database in a short
time with little effort. However, consider retrieving relevant articles from a collection of millions
of documents. A system with low performance can easily overload the user with unnecessary
information or lose potentially valuable information. What most users want is quality output, not
quantity. The fact is that finding the right information gets harder as more information becomes
available, and the big question is how the user can retrieve only the information he requested.
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